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S C H O O L SFocus on Tree Fruit

Tree Fruit 101
Fruits grow in many ways – on vines, bushes, plants, 
and trees.  Fruits that grow on trees come in many 
shapes and sizes and include apples, pears, citrus 
fruits such oranges, lemons, and grapefruit, and 
stone fruits like peaches, plums, and cherries.

Though the fruits in this group vary widely in terms 
of taste, where and how they grow, and how they 
are eaten, they all generally provide good amounts 
of fiber and a variety of vitamins and antioxidants. 
And although fruit is sometimes considered a 
“high sugar” food, the nutritional benefits of fruit 
are without question. Fruit is certainly higher in 
carbohydrates and natural sugar (fructose) than 
some other food groups, but it still provides us with 
essential nutrients we can’t always get from other 
foods – plus fruit is naturally low in other undesirable 
nutrients, like fat, cholesterol, and sodium.

Most people should aim to eat around 2 cups of fruit 
each day.  This could be in the form of fresh fruit – 
one apple, pear, or peach is equal to 1 cup – or in 
the form of 100% juice, canned or frozen fruit, or 
dried fruit.  If you make sure you have fruit with a few 
meals and snacks throughout the day, you’ll be at 
your goal in no time!

Reach for a Peach!
“Warm-up” and “cool-down” routines are very im-
portant before and after exercise.  It helps the body 
and mind prepare for working out, and can prevent 
injury during exercise.  Stretch-hold positions are a 
great way to warm-up and cool-down.  Make stretch-
ing fun for the whole family by pretending you are 
working in an orchard!  Imagine climbing on ladders 
by marching in place with knees high in the air.  
Stand on your tip-toes and reach for your favorite 
fruits off of the trees (add intensity by having to 
jump for the fruit 5 times in a row).  Bend and touch 
your toes to pick up fallen fruits from off the ground.  
Finally, squat down in an invisible chair to pick up 
your big basket of fresh picked fruit.  Remember 
to hold each stretch for 10-30 seconds, and make 
your warm-ups and cool-downs 5-10 minutes long. 
For a fun family work-out, hide sports balls around 
the house or yard and have a race to see who can 
“find the most fruit” and return it to a box or hamper 
within 5 minutes.

Fun Fact: Navel oranges are the most popular 
“eating” orange in the world.  They got 
their name because the bottom looks like a 
bellybutton or navel.
Fun Fact: There are two main types of peaches, 
the clingstone and freestone.  The flesh of the 
clingstone sticks to the pit (aka stone), whereas 
the flesh of the freestone is easily separated 
from the pit.

Fun Fact: The wood of pear trees is one of the 
preferred materials used in the manufacture of 
high quality woodwind instruments.

FUN FACTS



Chew On It
Instead of visiting the refrigerated section or beverage aisle, take your shopping cart over to the produce section 
or visit your local farmer’s market for fresh whole tree fruits.  There are many seasons for tree fruits: peaches, plums, 
apricots, and cherries are summer fruits; apples are best during fall months; and oranges and other citrus fruits are in 
season during winter months.  

Tree fruits are good sources of vitamin A, vitamin C, and fiber.  The skin of 
many tree fruits is where most of the fiber is, so make sure to leave the 
skin on when possible. The fiber helps you feel full, keeps your blood 
sugar level normal, and helps keep your digestive system healthy.  

Buying seasonal fresh fruit can be budget friendly, but if your 
favorite tree fruit is not in season, look in the canned, 
frozen, and dried fruit sections of your grocery store.  
Be sure to watch out for added sugars – check 
the front of the package for statements like “no 
added sugar” or check out the ingredient list 
and avoid words like sugar, fructose, sucrose, 
high fructose corn syrup, or cane sugar.  Some frozen 
and dried fruits have sugar added during processing which can’t 
be avoided, but it’s important to check labels and compare. When 
buying canned fruits, buy items that are packed in water, 100% juice, or 
light syrup and avoid items packed in heavy syrup.

Smoothies are a great any-time treat that are easy to make 
with ingredients you may already have on-hand. Use the recipe 
below as a base for experimenting with different flavors. For 
thicker smoothies and to extend the life of fresh ingredients, 
buy fruits that are in season (and less expensive), wash, cut 
up, and freeze for smoothies all year round!

Portion Size: 1 cup
Servings: 4

Ingredients:
2 cups vanilla yogurt, fat free
1-1/4 cups canned peaches, packed in juice, drained
1-1/4 cups frozen strawberries

Instructions
Place yogurt, drained peaches, and strawberries in a blender (in that 
order), cover with lid, and blend until smooth.

Tip: For a thicker smoothie, add ½ cup ice cubes.

Nutrition: 8 oz (1 cup) provides 120 calories, 0.5 grams (g) fat,  
77 mg sodium, 26 g carbohydrate, and 6 g protein.

Helpful Links
Fruits and Veggies More Matters: http://www.fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org/
USDA Farmer’s Market Database: http://search.ams.usda.gov/farmersmarkets/
USDA Nutrition Through the Seasons: http://snap.nal.usda.gov/nutrition-through-the-seasons 
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Riddle
Why did the 

orange fall in love 
with the banana?

He thought she 
was a-peeling. 

Recipe:
Strawberry & Peach 

Smoothie


